Promote global warming awareness in our community

Tailor presentations that match diverse audience ages and interests

Introduce new topics:
- Greenland
- Potable Water
- Satellites
- Green Architecture

Integrate interactive features into presentations such as quizzes
Project Goals

Create an online Wikipedia based resource

Expand IPRO 331 into a Camras Scholar Special Project

Initiate a continuing global warming awareness program at schools

Improve members’ public speaking and team building skills
Progress Toward Goals

- Carried out research and compiled PowerPoint presentations and Brochure
- Contacted schools to make presentations
- Created a Wikispace
- Conducting meetings with various Camras students
- Contacting professionals for discussions regarding climate change
Major Obstacles

1. Initiating and coordinating contacts with interested schools
2. Developing age appropriate presentations depending on the audience
3. Incorporating global warming into high schools/ middle school curriculum
Anticipated Challenges

- Giving effective, interactive, and interesting presentations
- Acquiring an in-depth understanding of global warming issues
- Transportation to and from schools
- Passing our concern of global warming onto other students